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General information: 

Date and country of birth: Tezz-1961. 

Scientific qualification: Ph.D. 

Specialty: Islamic archeology and arts. 

Scientific status: professor. 

Work place: Sanaa university- faculty of literature- archeology department. 

Scientific qualifications: 

- P.h.D. in Islamic archeology/ faculty of literature/ Baghdad university. 

- Master in Islamic archeology/ faculty of literature/ Baghdad university. 

- Bachelor degree in literature in archeology/ faculty of literature/ Sanaa university. 

- Attended many courses and cycles inside and outside his field of specialty. 

- Has been working in university education since 2003 and currently he is a 

participant professor in archeology department/ Sanaa university. 

Work experiences: 

- Secretary of Sanaa university prize for scientific research. 

- Archeology Specialist in general facility of archeology since 1987. 

- Participated in preparing the national museum in Sanaa. 

- Participated in preparing the folk heritage museum. 

- Participated in many international exhibitions: as Yemen exhibition “3000 year of 

civilization and art”. Munich/Germany 1987. 

- Many participations in the field of archeology and heritage. 

The researcher published many archeological studies, the most 

important ones are: 

- The big mosque in Sanaa, archeological, historical study. 

- The decoration of the wooden ceiling in Kidan mosque at Mohit. 

- Jerusalem city planning in the Emari era. 

- Decoration of houses frontals in Sanaa city, foundations, concepts, calligraphy 

compositions on Sanaa niches. 

-  Sanaa niches book till the end of 12th Hijri century. 

- Participating in the book ”Sanaa, foundations of architectural design.” 
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- Water decorations(Frisco) in the Mazfaria school at Tezz city. 

- Archeological tourism in Yemen. 

- Participated in preparing the touristic encyclopedia. 

- Participated in preparing Yemen cities encyclopedia (under preparation). 

- Published many articles about monuments identification and archeological 

conscience.  

Most important conferences’ participations: 

- Research participation in Turkish Yemen relations conference, Oshaq university, 

Turkey 2015. 

- Research participation in the 7th session for the Arabian Peninsula history, Riyadh 

2014. 

- Research participation in the 16th  conference for the general union for the Arabic 

archeologist  / Sharm El-Shiekh 2014. 

- Research participation in the 15th   conference for the general union for the Arabic 

archeologist / Wajda 2013. 

- Research participation in the 14th conference for the general union for the Arabic 

archeologist / Cairo 2012. 

- Research participation in the 13th conference for the general union for the Arabic 

archeologist / Tripoli 2011. 

- Research participation in Islamic architecture conference/ Sanaa university/Sanaa 

2010. 

Civil organization that he belongs to: 
- Considerable person in the Yemen community. 

- Member in the management board of the Arabic association for Islamic arts and 

civilization in Cairo. 

- General secretary for Yemen history and monuments association since 2002 

till2012. 

- Activist in the field of preserving and protecting monuments and spread 

conscience about their importance. 

- Activist in the field of supporting the Palestinian cause and protecting the 

Palestinian heritage. 

- Chief of general relations circle in the housing association for members of 

teaching council at Sanaa university. 

- Representative of the Islamic universities league in Yemen. 

- Founder and board member of Balqis throne for monuments and tourism. 

- Has many certificates of appreciation and scientific prizes, most important of 

which is scientific excellency prize from the general union for the Arabic 

archeologist 2014. 


